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As our footprints can be seen
everyone’s job is turning green
• Save paper by saving emails as
Word files instead of printing them
• If you do have to
print a document
then change the setNancy Clark
tings to print on both
sides of the paper
• Ask for and use recycling programs
• Bring your lunch from home in reoing green is happening everyusable containers
where, including the workplace. • Have the air conditioner set a degree
Employees today expect their
or two higher or the heat a bit lower
employer to make at least some attempt • Request that green cleaning products
to limit its impact on the environment.
are used
New green ideas are emerging on a • Use your own coffee mug instead of
regular basis so green programs need not
a disposable cup
remain static. They have potential to cre- • Teleconference or video conference
ate and maintain worker interest even as
to attend meetings instead of flying
they improve the work environment.
• Take stairs instead of elevators
The green business is huge and can • Reuse paper to take notes
have a very positive effect not only on • Use presentation software or dry
the environment but on your company’s
erase boards for presentations rather
bottom line. Anything that can have a
than flip charts
positive effect on the bottom line will • Use undated, erasable wall calendars
catch your employers’
• Create a newspaper
attention.
magazine exchange
Going green is the and
I don’t consider mywithin your office
latest trend but • Set up a re-use area
self an environmentalist
but I do have a healthy
your workplace eg.
this is one trend inBinders,
awareness of the excesstrays, pens etc.
that will be with
es of the typical North
Other green ideas that
American life style at
take a bit more efus the rest of our may
work. For years I have
fort (and cost) for your
working lives.
driven to work by myemployer to support
self, I have printed far
can include telework
too many emails and documents unnec- programs (working from home), recyessarily and I have bought far too many cled photocopy paper, low-flush toilets,
take out lunches. I am not suggesting it is financial incentives or reimbursements
practical (yet) to have garden rooftops and for bus passes, energy efficient lighting,
solar paneled heating but there are many and heating/cooling systems, garden
things that employees and employers can rooftops and solar paneled heating.
do to get on the green bandwagon.
A key to success is education in the
To begin with, teamwork will really workplace. As employees, (make sure
help this cause. The responsibilities of you get permission first) you can progreen citizenry fall equally on employ- vide lunch and learns, send out inforee and employer. Everyone must be in- mation emails and regular reminders
volved. Like-minded employees might and continue to recruit new members
come together to brain storm a list of to your green team. Going green is the
practical ideas and varied degree of op- latest trend but this is one trend that
tions to propose to your employer.
will be with us the rest of our working
Here are some suggestions that you lives.
can do or ask for today.
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
• Ask for a bike rack and then use it
of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an HR
• Create a list of car poolers looking to development professional who has been
share rides
through every mill from the explosive
• Turn off lights when leaving a meet- growth of JDS Uniphase in the late ‘90s
ing room or an office area
to a government agency in reorg mode,
• Put your computer on standby when with stops at Marconi, Iogen and other
not in use and turn it off at night hot spots in between. She can be reached
when you leave
at nancy_clark@primus.ca
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Cleantech walks the talk
By James Bowen

T

he term “cleantech” covers
a wide range of solutions for
combating harmful emissions
and waste, as well as technology for
producing green energy and reducing
energy use. The opportunities presented by an accelerating shift to all things
green are innumerable, and they’re
being seized upon by a cleantech community that has become a force in
Ottawa’s tech industry.
Statistics compiled by the Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation (OCRI) show 82 local companies
operating in the cleantech space, the
majority of them focused on waste
conversion or reduction. Unlike the
name “cleantech,” however, this sector isn’t new. Of the 82, a third have
been around for more than 20 years.
Yet local cleantech is still experi“We need to build about 30 compaencing growing pains, according to the
“We are looking at all the implications
manager of OCRI’s Cleantech Initia- nies in order to have the basis of a clean- of renewable energy, including legal,
tive, Marc McArthur, who is con- tech industry. Creating critical mass is business, political policy, social aspects,”
cerned about skills shortages “ranging the key,” states Claude Haw, founder of says Professor Dubé. “It’s all about intefrom senior management to engineer- VC firm Venture Coaches. “With more gration, not just providing a technology,
ing to sales and marketing.” He notes companies … we could turn the burners (but also) testing it, improving it, intethat on November 19 OCRI will host up and get more funding because inves- grating it and commercializing it. We are
an event designed to facilitate “tar- tors would rather make multiple invest- looking at doing good for society.”
geted networking” between a group of ments in a single geographic area, which
uOttawa researchers have been inskilled workers, HR professionals and is more efficient than doing just one.” volved with many green energy projects
He adds that a variety of focuses, from over the last 10 years, particularly the
cleantech companies.
Companies such as Triacta Power clean water to green energy, would help last five, when they have taken advantage of
Technologies rely heavily on such make such an industry viable.
strengthened federal funding commitments.
skilled workers. Aproximate“Ninety percent of our dely 80% of Triacta’s employ- “We need to build about 30 venture- partment is now working on
ees have a background in IT,
aspects of renewable energy,
grade companies in order to have from technologies to applicaand were instrumental in “the
transfer of [the company’s]
tions,” says the professor.
the basis of a cleantech industry.
technology knowledge to a
A major project undertaken
Creating critical mass is the key.”
new market” when Triacta
by Professor Dubé and his
“put more emphasis on its
team, called “process integraHe is describing a diversified clean- tion,” is addressing such problems as
multi-tenant commercial and residential
billing business due to customer demand tech cluster, with numerous tendrils energy loss in a production stream, by
worldwide,” according to CEO Rob reaching into many markets. To be re- linking technologies together so that loss
alized, however, this vision would re- occurring in one process can be used in
Brennan.
Triacta makes smart meters that al- quire an anchor organization, one that another, in such a way that “we can reach
low tenants in multi-unit properties to provides local networking opportunities the theoretical limit of efficiency and exmanage their own electricity consump- and channels to investors and distribu- pel less waste into the environment.”
tion. The meters also give property tors. As it happens, a contender for just
Professor Dubé currently has a $20owners, vulnerable to ever-increasing such a group is currently in the offing.
million proposal before the Canada
Marc Dubé, chair of uOttawa’s de- Foundation for Innovation. If it comes
energy costs, the means to monitor
energy use unit by unit so they can partment of chemical and biological (an announcement is expected in March),
determine who are the heavy consum- engineering, is the man with a finger the funding will be used to launch CCRE
ers and those who conserve electricity. positioned over the launch button of with the space and equipment it requires.
From this knowledge can come “new the Canadian Centre for Renewable In the meantime, the CCRE group is ac(energy saving) services to offer ten- Energy. CCRE would provide a place tive pursuing relationships with the local
ants, cost reductions and compliance of strategic focus for renewable energy tech community and searching for even
with energy usage regulations,” says initiatives, in the tech business commu- more funding.
More, see Cleantech, page 4
nity as well as at the university.
Mr. Brennan.
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN HIGH TECH

Jeffrey Dale,

president and CEO of the Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation, is leaving the
organization after
seven years. OCRI
says that its board
and Mr. Dale agreed
that the time was
right to for him to
step down from the
top job at Ottawa’s
lead economic development agency,
once his successor has been found.
“It has been a pleasure and an honour
to work with OCRI and the business
leaders of Ottawa.” says Mr. Dale.
“OCRI is a fantastic organization and
I assure you that this is the best job in
Ottawa. The board and I have come to
mutual decision that now is the perfect
time to begin the transition process and
find the right person to take OCRI to
the next level.” OCRI is assembling a
committee to find a suitable successor
to Mr. Dale, which is expected to take
about six months. Meanwhile, Mr.
Dale will stay on as CEO, helping with
the transition until his replacement is
secured. During Mr. Dale’s time at the
helm, OCRI has made several notable
strides, including more than doubling
funding to $8 million and merging with
the Ottawa Life Sciences Council.
Asked why he would want to leave
the best job in Ottawa, he told SCAN
that OCRI is in better shape than ever,
and “what better time to leave than on
a high note?” He did not reveal any
future plans.

Michael Hollingworth

joins the Ottawa office of Osler, Hoskin
& Harcourt LLP as an associate in the
firm’s business law
department, technology business group.
Mr. Hollingworth
attended uOttawa
where he obtained
his BSc in criminology in 2004 and an
LLB in 2007. He was
called to the Ontario bar in June 2008.

Brian Presley

joins Trilobyte Solutions Inc. as the
director of sales and marketing for the
company’s accounting software line Client Track. Mr. Presley has more than 20
years of advertising,
marketing and graphic design experience
with a number of
companies and organizations, including the Ottawa YMYWCA, VSN Via Security Network
Inc. and Bell Gardium. For the past ten
years, he has been the president of The
Prez Inc., where he worked with such
companies as AlarmBridge Security
Network, The Financial Management
Institute of Canada, capital chapter,
and the British Columbia Association
of Professional Locksmiths. Mr. Presley has also provided services to local
businesses including the Ottawa 67’s
Hockey Club, Ottawa Boys and Girls
Club and The Elvis Sighting Society.

Lead Partners of Hire Immigrants Ottawa
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SCAN did not ask if was related to
“The King.”

Kazuo Sakai

joins Corel Corp. as SVP, Asia Pacific and Japan, and president of Corel
Japan. Mr. Sakai has
well-established relationships with Japan’s leading OEMs,
and has lel sales and
marketing operations
in Japan and the Asia
Pacific region. Prior
to joining Corel, he
held senior executive positions at Microsoft, where most recently he served
as program vice president for the digital
entertainment partner group. He spent
many years with AMD, where he held
progressively senior roles before being
named chairman of AMD Japan.

Russell Ure

is appointed VP or research and development at network administration software provider Rove Inc. Mr. Ure brings
more than 20 years of experience to
Rove, having previously served as vice
president of R&D at Alcatel Networks
and Klocwork, where he oversaw all activities related to the design and delivery
of software, as well as product support.
Over his varied career, Mr. Ure has led
a team to develop a virtual battlefield
simulation for the US Army Research
Institute, managed the development of
IBM’s Visual Age for Basic product and
led the development of a market-leading
secure private networking product at a
startup eventually acquired by Alcatel.

It’s time to be serious about
getting the youth out to vote

of protests would drop dramatically
and taxpayers at all three
levels of government
would save a lot
of money. In fact,
it might not be unDenzil Doyle
reasonable to give the
holders of such cards a tax
credit at income tax time. Elections
are very expensive and we should
n my last article, I was critical of
be doing everything we can to get
the fact that issues related to Canvalue from them. A 59% voter turnada’s high technology industry
out does not constitute value. We are
were conspicuous by their absence
currently paying the political parties
in the election campaign, which had
for every vote they get in an elecjust gotten underway. That absence
tion campaign. It does not seem like
remained intact throughout the cammuch of a stretch to actually pay
paign. There was
people to come out
an occasion when
and vote.
We are currently
I thought someone
As a minimum,
would reply to Elizpaying the political we should look at
abeth May’s lament
practices followed
parties for every
about workers from
in other democraEastern Canada
vote they get in an cies to increase
having to go to Fort
turnout. The
election campaign. voter
McMurray to find
best known one is
a job. The obvious
that of Australia,
It does not seem
reason is because
where voting in
like much of a
Canada’s economy
their national elecis not sufficiently
stretch to actually tions is mandatory
diversified and this
delinquents are
pay people to come and
in turn is related to
subject to a fine. It
our inability to emwas introduced in
out and vote.
brace technology in
1924, when voter
more segments of it.
turnout reached a
I thought it would have sparked a delow of 47%. At 59%, Canada’s figbate, but it did not materialize.
ure is well below that of the United
The people who should be enStates and the United Kingdom. We
gaged in the debate are the young
could not attribute it to the weather
people because it is they who are
this time. It was near perfect in every
being deprived of jobs in their
riding across the country.
hometowns and have to make the
We should make up our mind that
trek westward. However, they were
we will not go into another federal
also conspicuous
election
without
by their absence
solving (or at least
Elections are very addressing) the
in this campaign.
While there are no
expensive and we problem. Perhaps
exact figures on
we should chalshould be doing
the
demographlenge our young
ics of the 41% of
everything we can people to take the
eligible voters who
initiative.
to get value from
decided they had
Guru in one
better things to do
guise,
angel in anthem. A 59% voter
than exercise their
other, Denzil Doyle
turnout does not
right to vote, the
is a member of the
consensus seems
Order of Canada,
constitute value.
to be that most of
a professional enthem are under the
gineer, founder and
age of twenty-five. Unfortunately,
former CEO of Digital Equipment
these are the same people who take
Corp. in Canada, company director,
to the streets in protest of a visit by
mentor, consultant, investor and auGeorge Bush or Canada’s position
thor of the best-selling ‘Making Techon some political issue in a far-off
nology Happen’. He can be reached
land.
at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
While such protests are accepted
as legitimate political instruments,
we should understand that they are
national capital SCAN
very expensive instruments. They reis printed on
sult in the deployment of special riot
squads and armies of police who are
recycled
paid overtime. Many of them result
newsprint
in traffic disruptions, loss of business
for merchants and significant property
damage.
One way of addressing the noshow problem would be to issue a
“proof-of-vote” card to everyone
who has voted and make such cards
mandatory for legitimate participants in such protests. The number
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
a clear competitive advantage.” The
company did not disclose what it would
pay for the new subsidiary, but says it
expects to close the deal by year’s end.

Precarn push 5

Five Ottawa-based companies take a
cut of $1.9 million in funding from
Precarn and its partners, which is
meant to help commercialize technology. Sherlock Inc., which makes 3-D
face-recognition software, Biopeak
Corp., med-devices company Brytech Inc., Heliocentric Technologies
and visual search engine developer
Incogna Inc. are among the 12 Canadian companies chosen to receive
up to $60,000 each in funding from
Ottawa’s not for profit Precarn through
its Industrial Technology Gap program. The not-for profit company is in
all providing close to $700,000 of the
funding, while it’s partners are kicking in the additional cash (about $1.2
million) aimed at supporting small or
start-up businesses which, Precarn
notes, need a leg up during these days
of financial downturn.

Funding follows deal
Standing offer
from feds

Third Brigade is awarded a standing
offer contract to provide its security
software to the Government of Canada. The Ottawa-based online security
software company says that, having
met security criteria set out by Communications Security Establishment
Canada, it has won a National Master
Standing Offer (NMSO) contract in the
category of Communications Security
Equipment and Components, to supply the feds with its services and Deep
Security software.

Orleans office opens
Panasonic deal

Mosaid signs a 10-year licencing
agreement with electronics powerhouse Panasonic Corp. The Ottawabased firm says Panasonic has licenced
a large portfolio of patents covering
microcomponents in semiconductors
which are already used in Panasonic
products. This is Mosaid’s first deal
for the US patents, which the company
acquired the rights to sublicence last
May as part of its bid to become a
pure-play patent licencing firm. The
financial terms of the agreement have
not been disclosed.

Plant operations buy

Seprotech Systems Inc. is preparing to
purchase a waste and wastewater treatment plant operations company, in a
move designed to diversify its services.
The sewage treatment systems manufacturer says it has agreed in principle
to buy the unnamed plant, which has
approximately $2 million in revenue,
to provide additional services to its
clients. “This strategic expansion will
allow Seprotech to provide customers
with integrated water treatment solutions that include not only the manufacture and installation of equipment,
but skilled technicians to operate and
maintain the plants,” says CEO Martin Hauschild. “The addition of plant
operations allows Seprotech to meet
the growing demand for turnkey infrastructure models that include water
treatment equipment, operations and
financing. The ability of Seprotech to
meet all aspects of its clients’ water and
wastewater treatment needs represents

OCRI’s Entrepreneurship Centre
opens an office in the Orleans to better
serve the area’s growing entrepreneurial business community. The centre’s
first satellite office, the new facility
will offer services that include free
consultation, business orientation and
initiatives for youth such as mentoring
and grants programs. “This is a tremendous next step for OCRI and we’re
very pleased to extend the quality bilingual services of our Entrepreneurship
Centre to other communities in the
Ottawa region.” says OCRI’s Stephen
Daze. The new office, located at the
Orleans Customer Service Centre
at 255 Centrum Blvd., will address
the specific needs and demands of
the Orleans and Ottawa-East business
community, providing onsite advisors
and access to Entrepreneurship Centre
headquarters at Ottawa City Hall via
web-cam. Since opening in 2006, the
centre has helped launch over 3,100
new businesses resulting in over 7,500
new jobs, according to OCRI.

Fresh from wrapping up a key deal with
a major PR firm, dna13, a supplier of
brand and communications management
software, secures $2.8 million in second-round funding. The company says
it will use the money, which comes from
previous investors Propulsion Ventures
of Montreal and Ottawa’s Celtic House,
to build the infrastructure it needs to go
after new business. dna13 closed its first
round of financing a year and a half ago, a
$5-million investment which allowed it to
triple employees to an unspecified number
in the double digits, according to dna13.
The new investment comes just days after
dna13 locks up a deal with New York PR
firm Edelman, whose 3,200 employees in
26 countries will use dna13’s platform to
track and manage media reporting for its
clients, and also help them organize communications records, journalistic contacts
and editorial calendars. The Ottawa-based
company’s more than 100 customers include RBC, John Hancock Insurance
and Starbucks.

It is the latest move in the company’s
global expansion plan, which has seen it
recently launch regional offices in Boston and Shanghai. The Ottawa-based
fibre-optic networking company says
it will also build a $14-million regional
hub and software center of excellence in
Belfast, providing 60 local jobs.

Competition begins
round two

The National Capital Leadership Challenge launches its 2009 program to find
and develop the next generation of tech
company leaders. A joint initiative of local businesses, uOttawa’s Telfer School
of Management and the Sprott School
of Business at Carleton U, the Leadership Challenge seeks to ensure the capital
region has the business leaders it will
need to step into the forecasted breach
that will be created when baby boomers

Collaborative
work space
for Start-ups
www.thecodefactory.ca

retire in droves from high tech head offices over the next couple decades. “Great
leaders must be groomed and mentored,”
says Greg Boyle, a partner at Stonewood
Group Inc., one of the sponsors of the
Challenge. “This isn’t something that can
be done overnight. If we don’t start making this investment now, the economic
consequences could be profound.” Now
in its second year, the program selects
two winners from a group of twelve business school students who demonstrate
strong leadership skills. The pair receives
a $5,000 award and a paid internship with
industry participants Control Microsystems, Bridgewater Systems, Enablence
Technologies, and Pleora Technologies.
Sponsors include The Human Resources
Professionals Association (Ottawa chapter), PricewaterhouseCoopers, Corporate Renaissance Group, Connolly,
Nichols, Allan & Co. LLP and inmedia
Public Relations Inc. The Leadership
Challenge winners will be announced in
February.
More, see Nuggets, page 7

European HQ
established

BTI Systems opens European headquarters in Belfast, Northern Ireland.

Solace with
new partner

Solace Systems’ signs up IT integrator
Aipex to distribute its content networking systems in Australia. The Ottawabased company says its new partner
will be the exclusive distributor of its
messaging middleware Down Under,
where it will be made available to financial institutions looking to increase
the speed and throughput of their data
distribution networks. Solace’s hardware approach to information delivery
is 10 to 50 times faster than traditional
software middleware and less costly,
according to the company.
www.nationalcapitalscan.ca
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University of Ottawa

Engineering and Computer Science
at the University of Ottawa:
Located in the heart of the national capital: the hub of high technology!

t'SPNCJPNFEJDBMFOHJOFFSJOH FMFDUSPOJDBSUTUPDPNQVUFSHBNFEFTJHO 
UIFIJHIRVBMJUZQSPHSBNTBOEDFSUJöDBUFTXFPòFSJOFOHJOFFSJOHBOE
DPNQVUFSTDJFODFBSFSFMFWBOU JOEVTUSZESJWFO BOETFUJOBVOJRVF
JOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZFOWJSPONFOU
t0VSQSPHSBNTGPMMPXPVSRVFTUGPSFYDFMMFODFJOEFTJHOFOHJOFFSJOH 
JOOPWBUJWFSFTFBSDI BOEPòFSJOUFSFTUJOHPQUJPOTJONBOBHFNFOUBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQ
t8FPòFSBDPNQSFIFOTJWFDPPQFSBUJWFFEVDBUJPOQSPHSBNBUUIF
VOEFSHSBEVBUFMFWFMUIBUBMMPXTTUVEFOUTUPDPNCJOFTUVEJFTXJUIQBJE
XPSLUFSNT0VSQSPHSBNTBSFBMTPTVQQPSUFECZHFOFSPVTöOBODJBMBJE
t8FPòFSUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGTUVEZJOHJO&OHMJTIPS'SFODIPSCPUI
UIFCFOFöUTBSFDBSFFSCVJMEJOH

Programs and Certificates offered:
Bachelor of Applied Science in:
t#JPNFEJDBM.FDIBOJDBM
&OHJOFFSJOH
t.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t$IFNJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t$JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH
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t4PGUXBSF&OHJOFFSJOH
t&MFDUSJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
Bachelor of Science in:
t$PNQVUFS4DJFODFQPTTJCJMJUZPGB
DPNCJOFEEFHSFFXJUIBNBKPSPS
NJOPSJOBOZTDJFODF BSUTPSTPDJBM
TDJFODFTVCKFDU BTXFMMBTJOGPSNBUJPO
BOENBOBHFNFOUTZTUFNT
t+PJOU)POPVST$PNQVUFS
4DJFODFBOE.BUIFNBUJDT
Combined Program in:
t$IFNJDBM&OHJOFFSJOHBOE
#JPDIFNJTUSZ #JPUFDIOPMPHZ
Master’s Degrees in:
t#JPNFEJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
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t$JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH
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t&MFDUSJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t&OHJOFFSJOH.BOBHFNFOU
t&OWJSPONFOUBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t4PGUXBSF&OHJOFFSJOH
t4ZTUFNT4DJFODF
Doctoral Degrees in:
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t$JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH
t$PNQVUFS4DJFODF
t&MFDUSJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t&OWJSPONFOUBM&OHJOFFSJOH
t.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH
Graduate Certificates in:
t&#VTJOFTT
t&$PNNFSDF
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1SPKFDU.BOBHFNFOU
t*OUFSOFU5FDIOPMPHJFT
t.PEFMMJOHBOE"OJNBUJPOGPS
$PNQVUFS(BNFT5FDIOPMPHZ
t4ZTUFNT4DJFODF

Process integration or “industrial ecology,” as it is known in Europe, is the idea
of “cradle-to-grave” environmentally sound
technology. It is a notion espoused by people
such as Terry Kimmel, president of MemPore Corporation, which has developed a
low-cost, low-energy membrane process to
clean non-aqueous (oil-based) liquids. Conceivably, the membrane could be used for
purifying a wide variety of non-aqueous liquids ranging from food oils to crude oil, but,
for the present, the company is planning on
applying it to lubricating oil.
Mr. Kimmel has obtained a grant from
Sustainable Development Technologies
Canada (SDTC), to build a prototype plant
that would process one ton of used lubricating oil a day. The investment would allow the
company to further refine the technology and
study the economic feasibility of constructing
a full-scale plant capable of processing 20 tons Marc Dubé
of used oil. Annually, about 15 million litres of
And there’s more good news coming out
lubricating oil are collected in the capital re- of Ottawa’s cleantech sector.
gion, much of which is incinerated. Lacombe
VLN Advanced Technologies makes a
Waste collects seven million litres, and Safety water jet system that removes durable surface
Kleen collects the rest. What isn’t burned is coatings, like chrome, using ultrasonic techtransported 600 km to a plant in the US for nology rather than the conventional chemical
re-refining.
approach. The company started off trying to
“And that’s not sustainable,” states Mr. place its technology in the marine market, beKimmel. “We should be able to set up one or fore switching focus to the aviation industry
two local plants and rewhere its system’s green
cycle the oil here.” He
recently caught
“With more companies qualities
describes a scenario that
the attention of the US
evokes the industrial ecol… we could turn the Air Force. VLN’s direcogy, the ecosystem, the
tor of business, William
burners up and get
co-operative partnerships,
Bloom, echoes the sentithe critical mass that he, more funding because ments of others in this
Mr. Haw and Professor
story, pointing out that
investors would
Dubé all see as parawhile VLN has grown
rather make multiple without external financmount: “One company’s
waste is another’s feed.
most cleantech startinvestments in a single ing
Our plant would need a
ups would benefit greatsmall amount of steam to geographic area, which ly from the investment
operate. We could be set
guidance accruing
is more efficient than and
up next to Plasco, or anfrom a thriving cleandoing just one.”
other company with lowtech cluster.
grade waste heat, and get
Notes Mr. Haw, “Plassteam from them to help our recycling process. co is doing very well, with a recent announceThen the 25% waste stream outputted from our ment of a commercial deployment (of its
technology could be used as an input to another waste-to-energy plasma gasification technoltechnology, perhaps an asphalt producer.”
ogy) in Alberta. And we have lots of activity
“Energy is a major global issue and ef- in energy efficiency sector (smart grid, smart
fectively addressing it is a priority of the next homes and factories) in the region attracting
decade,” says Mr. Niraj Bhargava, chair- strong interest from specialized investors. And
man and CEO of Energate. “We need to be the number of venture-grade cleantech comfrugal in resources, reduce our footprint and panies identified in Canada is now 120, about
be sustainable.” Though still largely fixed on 25 of them in the Ottawa area.”
the North American market, Energate, with
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
help from its partners, recently went global an Ottawa technology entrepreneur and
and now distributes its smart thermostats in adjunct professor at uOttawa’s Telfer
Europe and Australia. The company has at- School of Management. If you have ideas
tracted US venture capital and is currently for future market or technology focused
going after series-B funding.
articles, send them to jbowen@ces.on.ca.

No cleantech debate winner
Information:
 FYU

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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The 58th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference (csche2008.ca), held last
month at the Westin Hotel and organized
by the department of chemical engineering
at uOttawa, was all about sustainability.
Chemical engineers are producing new
technologies for society’s greater greenness. Meeting this challenge requires a
broad understanding of chemical possibilities, to develop improved applications for
nuclear energy, biomaterials, oil processing, carbon capture and beyond.
Representatives of local cleantech
companies, like Plasco and Iogen, began

days one and two of the conference by
outlining the relative merits and challenges of their respective technologies
for about 1,300 attendees. Then the
gloves came off as roundtable panelists
debated whether oil, renewable energy,
nuclear generated power or bio fuels best
addressed the energy needs of Canada
and the world. There were no winners. If
there was one thing decided it was that
each approach has its merits and satisfies
different goals, and that the broader discussion will continue for the foreseeable
future, at least.

Algonquin College believes in the power of technology and of education - to make a more sustainable world.

Find out more about programs, services and
upcoming events at algonquincollege.com/scan
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Power, prescience, and the paradox of patterns
place to socialize other than in bars
or taverns.
Sales and marketing in an early stage
start- up company
ANDREW WAITMAN with limited revenue is an exercise in
pattern identification. The
successful start-up team recognizes
an emerging pattern created by a
he beauty of our universe lies in change or shift in society, business,
its patterns. The wonder of life technology or biology: An aging
also lies in its patterns. Deep population, women having children
within most scientific discoveries, is later in life, proliferation of low-cost
the recognition that things don’t just high bandwidth wireless communioccur randomly. Rather, they follow cation, economic recessions driving
patterns of progress, sometimes obvi- cost sensitivity, are all examples of
ous, often hidden.
exploitable patterns. Identify and
Language must follow patterns to profit from the pattern prior to others
achieve meaning. However, to those and you will be deemed to be visionunfamiliar with the language, the pat- ary.
terns may not be obvious. Biology, too,
When Eric Jackson, an early
follows and creates endless patterns. PayPal marketing employee went
Many are easily detectible like the pet- searching for customers who wanted
als of a flower or the swirls in a sea an on-line micro-payment capabilshell, yet the mechanism driving these ity, he spotted a pattern of PayPal’s
patterns are often deeply hidden.
popularity with Ebay users. At first
Successful entrepreneurship at its the CEO, Peter Thiel, discouraged
heart is to recognize a sizeable so- him from pursuing this pattern becial, scientific, technical or economic cause the business model required
pattern before others and exploit it making money from the “float”—aceconomically. While traveling in count holders keeping money in their
Europe, Howard Shultz, founder of accounts. Ebay users used PayPal just
Starbucks, recognized the popular- for the transaction without leaving
ity of coffee houses or espresso bars money in their accounts. Fortunately
and combined this observation with for Thiel, and Paypal shareholders,
the pattern of the decline in social Jackson ignored his CEO and pursued
drinking. He created America’s “third and developed this emerging pattern
place” (not home, not work). At Star- of popularity around Ebay users. As
bucks, customers discovered a new they say, the rest is history.

Money Talks

T

Back in 2004, Mark Zukerberg, business development at any company, and recently cloud or utility computfounder of the wildly successful so- but particularly start-ups, should ask ing companies like Amazon EC2 sercial networking site Facebook, rec- themselves what patterns are germane vice which offers bandwidth, CPU
ognized that most college students to our success and how do we recognize cycles and storage on- demand.
had personal computers connected to and profit from them? This is the core of
In complex systems like our econothe Internet and needed a simple way successful marketing and sales.
my, the paradox of patterns is that they
to stay socially connected
keep changing. The fact that
when away from campus or
disasters seem to regSuccessful entrepreneurship at its financial
after graduation. This pattern
ularly occur every decade is
of student behavior turned heart is to recognize a sizeable social, familiar to anyone who studies
out to be more broadly popumarkets. However, though the
scientific, technical or economic
lar and as a result created
patterns of the past are similar
pattern before others and exploit they are never identical. One
one of the most powerful
social networking Internet
never crosses the same river
it economically.
companies. More recently,
twice. As a result, it takes a nuTwitter founder, Biz Stone,
anced appreciation of the patrecognized the enormous popularThe insights from pattern identi- terns of the past to exploit these insights
ity of email and SMS messaging and fication are appropriate at both the in the future. In my next column, I will
combined this insight with the power, strategic and the tactical level. At the discuss how tactical pattern recognition
popularity and pattern of public blogs strategic level, the raison d’être of the is critical to effective sales targeting,
and social networking to create a new firm is driven by an economic exploi- marketing and business development.
platform for “twittering”—text mes- tation of an emerging or converging Without learning from historical patterns
saging in short sound- bytes, publicly. set of patterns. For example, the trend of behavior, start-ups can waste a great
Some of the most successful Internet- for corporations to outsource non- deal of time if they don’t understand the
era companies have been built on the core functions drove the emergence of patterns of buyers. With these insights
recognition of the pattern of our human manufacturing specialist companies, however, their potential is limitless.
desire to constantly communicate. Peo- software- as-a-service application
Andrew Waitman is managing
ple who work in sales, marketing and companies, IT help desk companies partner of Blackswan Ventures Inc.

nuggets
African sales boosted
Ottawa-based Optelian signs up South
African-based MCT Telecommunications to sell and support its LightGAIN
optical transport systems and LightPRO
test and turn-up tools throughout SubSaharan Africa. “MCT Telecommunications is an ideal partner for us. Africa is
the fastest growing telecommunications
market in the world, and MCT has enormous credibility in this market,” says
Clifford Watson, managing director of

Optelian’s international headquarters
in London, England. MCT says it
chose Optelian’s systems because
they were suited to African telcos,
which have concerns with extreme
temperatures, power consumption
and space. “Optelian’s compact footprint, low power draw, and environmental hardening make its equipment
a perfect fit for these conditions,”
says Masopha Moshoeshoe, MCT’s
chief financial officer. Optelian’s
products are used by telcos, utilities
and businesses to amplify and manage optical signals.
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University of Ottawa

Civil Engineering
Student Recognized for
Community Involvement
From agreeing to be the first-year representative of the
Engineering Students’ Association to being president
of the uOttawa chapter of Engineers Without Borders,
fourth-year civil engineering student Alexandra
Bissinger has been actively involved in the Faculty of
Engineering throughout her studies. As the inaugural
winner of the uOttawa Alumni Association Leadership
Scholarship as well as several awards within the Faculty
of Engineering, Alexandra has demonstrated her
leadership skills through her many extra-curricular
activities.
Not only has Alexandra been able to get involved on
campus through the Faculty of Engineering’s many
student activities and groups, she has also been able
to work in the Faculty to aid her fellow students. As
a student mentor and teaching assistant Alexandra
helps current students; as a leader with Go ENG Girl!
she is a role model for young girls who are interested in
engineering, entrepreneurship and technology.

Alexandra Bissinger,

BASc 2009 civil engineering.

Alexandra plans to pursue a master’s degree in coastal
engineering at the University of Ottawa next fall.
Through her own academic prowess, the experience
she has gained through her involvement on campus
and the numerous scholarships awarded to her by the
University of Ottawa, Alexandra is sure to meet with
continued success.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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